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American Public Education Curriculum This paper aims at analyzing the 

week’s reading, which is The Struggle of the American Curriculum, 1893 to 

1958, b Kliebard (2004). Kliebard (2004) illustrates the struggles and 

conflicts in the management of the secondary and elementary curriculum 

between the late nineteenth century and the twentieth century. There exists 

the historiographical struggle in the education competing trends (Goldin, 

2001). The book transfers the focus from the conventional intellectual 

history, to the empirical history illustrating reform agendas in the public 

education system. 

This article illustrates the four distinct interest groups that struggled for 

control of schools for over seven decade duration, via the education 

curriculum (Parkerson, 1998). Humanists favored continuous development of

the reasoning ability, and also western cultural practices. Developmentalists 

illustrated that the natural development progress of the child is the very 

important aspect, of scientifically determining teaching areas (Spring, 

2008)). Social efficiency educators strived to ensure schools use scientific 

management methods education management; and to differentiate 

education in accordance to the perceived needs and abilities of students 

(Theobald, 2005). Social meliorists favored using schooling as instrument of 

social development and progress (Kleibard, 2004). 

This academic paper analyzes the reality and perceptions of schooling in the 

society, at the end of nineteenth century. Other changes that started during 

the duration; like development of railroads, cities and even immigration 

reached crisis levels (Rury, 2002). The expanding mass media increased the 

increased popular anxieties. The journalist and other social investigators 
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increasingly illustrated education and schools as joyless (Tyack, 2002). The 

educators illustrated that the mine works like a muscle, and hence should be

exercised continuously through education monotony like drills, verbatim 

recitations and harsh discipline (Kleiband, 2004). 
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